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Pop up Batting Cage



PARTS LIST

PART COMPONENT QTY

3 Sets 

of poles

1 net

8 guy

lines

1 set of

pegs

1

2

3

4

Please check all components are present

and have no defects.

Please read through the instructions carefully

before assembly. 

Never climb or swing on the poles or net.

This product is not a toy, serious injury can occur

if the product or it’s components are misused.

Step 1 Layout and check all components are correct. 

Unfold net ensuring pole sleeves are on the outside.

Pole sleeves

5

1 end

Panel



Step 2

Tie guy lines to Pole sleeves

Tie 6 guy lines to the loops on the pole sleeves

If required, 2 extra guy lines can be added to the ends of the cage

Extra guy lines

Step 3 Assemble the fibreglass poles and thread one through each

of the pole sleeves..



Once the poles have been threaded through the sleeves locate the pins

that are attached to the net into the holes at the end of the poles.

Step 4 Ensure cage is straight and in the desired position then hook guy lines

to the pegs and tap pegs into the ground. Once pegs are in place tension

the guy lines.

Tap in remaining pegs through the loops at the bottom of the centre

pole sleeves



Step 5 Once the cage is fixed to the ground, if required attach the end panel 

using the toggles around the frame of the net to fully enclose the cage.

Additional steps.

It is possible to remove the centre floor strap to avoid bowling or pitching on to it.

Simply unclip the strap from the frame on each side.

If you have a pitching machine you can set this up to pitch through the hole in the

detachable end panel of the cage.

If you have purchased 2 cages to make a fully enclosed cage simply follow steps 

1 to 3 for assembling the cage then move the two open ends of the cages together 

and connect using bungee ties supplied. Once this is complete continue with step 4.  

See the below diagram.


